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1 Research Field 

Nowadays the environment and the emission gained huge attention during the planning and the 

operation of transport. The fleet-wide average CO2 emission target for new cars will be 95 g/km 

from 2020, and between 68-78 g/km from 2025 in the European Union. Accordingly, the 

widespread of environmentally friendly drivetrains and alternative fuels is expected in the 

upcoming decades. The aim is to decrease the dependence on oil, increase the share of 

renewable energy sources and minimise the local emission in dense areas. 

Electrification is the most prominent option among the many alternative technologies because 

of its advantageous characteristic (e.g. durability). In many countries, various actions have been 

taken to support electrification in road transport, namely the use of electric vehicles, the 

deployment of charging infrastructure, and the development of information and communication 

technologies. Thanks to these, the CO2 emission has been decreased in many European 

countries (Canals et al., 2016, Skrucany et al., 2017).  

The total number of electric cars is expected to be between 3 and 4 million by 2030, worldwide. 

The electric propulsion can contribute to the conservation of the global environment; however, 

other concerns also arise. The characteristic of operation differs from the habitual and may 

cause the aversion of new technologies (Büscher et al., 2009), which can be mitigated by the 

application of intelligent and personalised information systems. The electric vehicles should be 

managed by the operator on the transport and electrical network too.  As well as, the mobility 

demand is managed by an intelligent transportation system, the additional energy demand 

should be managed by novel information services. The connection between the two networks 

is established by the charging infrastructure. More and more charging units are needed to serve 

the energy demand of the growing number of electric cars at the same service level. The locating 

problem of charging stations arises, especially in the early phase when the deployment and 

operation of charging station cannot be done on a market basis. Therefore, the characteristic of 

the charging network (e.g. location, charging power) has a significant influence on the spread 

of electric car use. The spread of electric car use is also expected in the field of shared mobility 

(e.g. carsharing), thus the electromobility can reach a wider public. In summary, electromobility 

is a complex system, where the vehicle is in the centre; but the coordinated cooperation among 

many components is essential to the widespread of electric vehicles. 

The objective during transport planning is to achieve a resource-efficient system that serves the 

travellers’ demand, easy-to-use and accessible to a wide public (Monigl and Berki, 2010). 

Accordingly, my research was done with an intent to aid the alteration from a conventional car 

to electric cars in a way that it fits the extant transport system and electrical network. I have 

developed novel operational methods for novel electromobility services in consideration of the 

user and operator preferences, and the characteristic of the road network.  The research was 

conducted on a system and process-oriented point of view. My result can contribute to facilitate 

and prepare the alteration of the transport system.  
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2 Literature Review 

An extensive scientific literature review was conducted to reveal the ‘research gaps’. The 

review was performed with a focus on the following areas:  

• the operation of information systems and the value of information,  

• public charging station deployment for electric cars,  

• quality assessment of carsharing services, 

• charging optimisation of electric cars on the electrical network.  

The key findings are the following: 

• The main barriers of electric vehicles are the high purchase price, limited range, and the 

long charging time (Dagsvike et al., 2002, Hidrue et al., 2011, Krupa et al., 2014). 

• The route choice is influenced by the characteristic of the charging process of electric 

cars significantly. Therefore, electric car users plan their trips in more details (Wanga 

et al., 2016, Yang et al., 2016), which increases the demand for value-added information 

remarkably. 

• The previously gathered information on the service influences substantially the 

perceived quality (Parasuraman et al., 1985). Thus, it is of utmost importance to provide 

information on new technologies. 

• The real-time information provision has the greatest value. The smartphone application 

is the most popular interface of information services for travellers (Khoo and Asitha, 

2016). 

• The electric car users’ willingness to pay is not influenced by the charging power in 

urban areas (Dorcec et al., 2019). 

• The additional services at a charging station influence significantly the perceived quality 

of a charging (Philipsen et al., 2016). 

• In general, the charging demand during long journeys was modelled using flow-based 

approaches (e.g. Upchurch and Kuby, 2010, Xi et al., 2013, Huang et al., 2016), in other 

words, the demand is not concentrated at points, it arises along arcs. 

• The charging demand in urban areas occurs during the parking. Thus, it can be derived 

from the characteristic of parking behaviour (e.g. Chen et al., 2013, Andrenacci et al., 

2016, Shirmohammadli and Vallée, 2017). 

• There are several various methods to assess the quality of conventional public transport 

(e.g. Kövesné and Debreczeni, 2010, Fáskerty et al., 2012). 

• The criterion system of the traditional quality assessment methods cannot be used 

without modifications to describe novel (transitional) transport modes; therefore, the set 

of quality criteria should be adjusted to the assessed transport mode (Carrillat et al., 

2007). 

• The is no remarkable difference between centralised and decentralised charging 

management strategies in the term of demand fluctuation reduction on the electrical grid 

(pl.: Mets et al., 2010, Chen et al., 2014). 

• The share of renewable energy sources can be increased significantly in energy 

production by optimising the charging of electric vehicles (Forrest et al., 2016). 
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• Providing the necessary infrastructure for centralized charging management requires a 

great effort from electrical network operators (Sanchez-Hidalgo and Cano, 2018). 

The following research gaps have been identified according to the literature review:  

Integrated information system: 

• In general, the current information systems focus on a specific function and lack 

integration. 

• The components and the relationship among the components that are necessary for the 

integration have not been identified. 

• System and function models that support the integration have not been elaborated. 

Evaluation and selection of candidate fast-charging station locations to support long-distance 

journeys: 

• In general, the charging station deployment is based on origin and destination flow data, 

which are not widely available. Thus, the applicability of these methods is limited. 

• The additional services at the charging station are a determinative factor of the perceived 

quality of a charging process; however, these aspects were ignored or just partially 

considered. 

Locating charging stations in urban areas: 

• The existing methods lack the charging demand evaluation of areas on macro-level. 

• The parking behaviour influences substantially the charging demand in urban areas. The 

literature lacks evaluations and locating methods that take into account the different 

parking characteristic and location types on meso-level. 

Assessment of carsharing services: 

• The elaboration of a quality assessment method especially dedicated to carsharing 

services has not been done before. 

• The literature lacks the relationship analysis between user preferences and carsharing 

service attributes (e.g. electric drivetrain). 

Charging cost minimalization: 

• The charging demand of electric vehicle users has not been modelled in detail for 

charging optimisation methods.  

• The literature lacks the relationship analysis between variable rates, charging strategies 

and charging cost. 
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3 Research Objectives 

The following research objectives had been identified: 

1. Integrated information system: development of the structural and operational model 

to support the application of novel technologies, such as Smart Grid. The identification 

of system components, determination and specification of functions that support the 

purchase and use of electric vehicles from a user’s point of view. 

2. Evaluation and selection of candidate fast-charging station locations to support 

long-distance journeys: development of a method which applicability is not limited by 

the availability of origin-destination data and it is done in consideration of the quality 

level of additional service. 

3. Locating charging stations in urban areas: development of a locating method which 

is based on the parking behaviour of car users. Determination of attributes that influence 

the characteristic of parking (e.g. services, population, willingness to walk). 

4. Assessment of carsharing services: development of a multicriteria method to evaluate 

and compare the carsharing services in consideration of electric cars and determine 

future directions of service planning. Accordingly, the identification of attributes that 

influence the perceived quality; furthermore, the relationship analysis between service 

attributes and user preferences. 

5. Charging cost minimalization: development of charging cost minimising and vehicle-

2-grid energy flow supporting method based on the user’s mobility demand, vehicle 

attributes and electrical network attributes. Furthermore, the comparison of various 

charging strategies and the determination of the variable rate parameters. Since the 

variable rate is based on the demand and supply of the electrical grid the charging cost 

minimalization indirectly reduces the fluctuation of grid load. 
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4 Applied Methods 

In line with the research objectives and tasks, the following classic research methods were 

applied: 

• information analysing and modelling method, 

• relational data modelling, 

• multicriteria analysis, 

• weighted sum model (WSM), 

• questionnaire survey, 

• greedy algorithm. 

The basic concept of transport system planning was applied to identify the components and 

determine the relationships and functions of the electromobility and the integrated information 

system. 

A database that supports the management and process of large amounts of data is crucial in the 

operation of intelligent transport systems. The relational data modelling approach was applied 

to elaborate the data structure of the database, which was published by Edgar F. Codd (Codd, 

1970). The objective of relational data modelling is to determine entity types according to the 

characteristic of the entities and record the attributes in tables. For example, an event or a 

physical element may be an entity type. The tables are connected to each other. 

The multicriteria method was applied to assess complex transport systems because it supports 

explicit evaluation of multiple conflicting criteria and comparison of alternatives in decision 

making.  The method takes large amounts of data into consideration. Furthermore, the impacts 

described by exact values as well as hardly or non-quantifiable factors can both be evaluated. 

The evolution of various multicriteria models was presented by Bragge et. al. (2010). 

Weighted sum model (WSM) was applied to consider the aspects with different preferences. 

The concept is to assign various weights to criteria, usually assessed on a scale from 1 to 5. The 

weights are derived from the criteria preferences and express the strength of the influence on 

the result of a criterion. The selection of the weights is performed in consideration of the 

objective. The aggregated evaluation value is calculated according to the general formula given 

in eq. 4.1.  

𝑄 =
∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑖
 

 

4.1 

Where: 

 Q aggregated evaluation value,  

 gi weight of criterion i, 

 xi evaluation value of criterion i. 

A weighted sum model was elaborated and applied to evaluate the candidate fast-charging 

stations (long-distance journeys), the territory segments (urban charging stations) and 

carsharing services. 
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Mainly, the following methodologies are used to quantify people’s preferences: 

• revealed preferences method and  

• stated preferences method. 

On one hand, the revealed preferences techniques use observations on actual choices of 

travellers which is the main advantage. On the other hand, the traveller’s decision situation is 

not clear. For example, an alternative was chosen because it is the best, or the traveller lacks 

information on other relevant alternatives. On the contrary, in the case of stated preferences 

techniques, the decision situation is known but it is often criticised because of the hypothetical 

nature. In the early phase of electromobility, revealed preferences methods are hardly viable 

options because of the low number of electric vehicle users and charging stations. For example, 

a charging station is popular because of its location, or because there are no other charging 

stations.  

 

Therefore, I have performed a stated preferences questionnaire to: 

• reveal the user expectations for charging at the end of short trips in urban areas. The 

evaluation values of location categories had been determined on the base of the 

responses. 

• reveal the relationship between carsharing quality criteria and user preferences. 

The responses were stored in databases. The data process was performed using queries.  

The greedy algorithm was applied to select the optimal set of charging stations and minimize 

the charging cost. The greedy algorithm makes the locally optimal choice at each step. It does 

not produce usually an optimal solution, but it results in a locally optimal solution close to 

global optimum in a reasonable amount of time. 

5 New Scientific Results 

The new scientific results are summarised in Theses.  

Thesis 1 

Thesis 1 is based on Section 4 of the Dissertation. 

I have elaborated the structural and operational model of the integrated information 

system to support electromobility. The main functions are derived from the drawbacks of 

electric cars. I have modelled the database structure.  

The different operational characteristic of electric cars in comparison with conventional cars 

induces novel decision situations for travellers. The demand for value-added information 

increases significantly because the actual and potential users lack experiences. Thus, 

information provision may reduce substantially the aversion of new technologies. 

Each phase of car use, including the purchase too, are supported by the novel functions. The 

functions are divided into subfunctions. Furthermore, the data groups and data sources have 

been identified for the operation. The structural model of the system is presented n Figure T.1. 

The operation of the functions had been elaborated with a focus on the data flows. 
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Figure T.1. Structural model of the integrated information system  

It is noted on the base of the structural and operational model that the rate of dynamic data is 

remarkable. The main data sources of dynamic data are the electric car and the user. 

Own publications related to the thesis: 

(Csonka and Csiszár, 2016b), (Csiszár et al., 2019b), (Csonka and Csiszár, 2019b), (Csonka 

and Földes, 2019) 

Thesis 2  

Thesis 2 is based on Section 5 of the Dissertation. 

I have elaborated a fast-charging station location evaluation and selection method that 

supports long-distance journeys. The candidate locations are the existing rest areas along 

national roads. A weighted sum model was elaborated to evaluate the candidate locations.  

The deployment of public fast-charging stations along motorways and main national roads is 

an essential precondition of the widespread of electric cars. While the deployment and operation 

of fast-charging stations cannot be done on a market basis, the location of the fast-charging 

stations is of utmost importance. 

The candidate locations are evaluated and the installation potential (IP) is calculated for each 

location. The novelty of the evaluation is that it does not require information on origin and 
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destination flows which are commonly not available. Instead, the traffic volume along arcs, the 

population of nearby settlements, the available services and the effect of the nearest fast-

charging station are considered. IP is calculated according to eq. T.1 and eq. T.2. The evaluation 

was performed with a focus on the transport aspects. The installation cost of a fast-charging 

station is taken into account indirectly, through the services. A higher service level implies 

higher electric network accessibility and lower installation costs consequently.  

j 1 1, j 2 2, j 3 3, j 4, jIP = a x +a x +a x +x  T.1 

3

3

4,

5 1 , if

4, if 

0, if

ji

ji

j ji

ji

d
d

x d

d

  
−  −    
  


=  









 



 T.2 

Where: 

j:  index of candidate site, 

IPj:  installation potential, 

x1,j:  evaluation value of traffic volume on nearby roads, 

x2,j:  evaluation value of nearby settlements’ population, 

x3,j:  evaluation value of service level, 

x4,j:  evaluation value of effect of the nearest fast-charging station, 

ai  weights of the variables (i=1..3), 1ii
a =  and 0ia  , 

di,j the distance between the candidate site and the nearest existing fast-charging station, 

α, β geographical parameters that determine the radius of penalty (-5) and support (+4). 

The greedy algorithm is used for fast-charging station location selection. By the usage of 

geographic parameters, the locating sequence is likely to follow the expansion of an oil stain 

and it provides an even spatial distribution. The selection of recommended fast-charging 

stations from the candidate sites was performed on several layers. Hence, the road categories 

are prioritized and assigned to layers. The method does not move on to the next layer until the 

termination criterion is fulfilled on the current layer. The termination criterion should be for 

example the number of fast-charging stations to be deployed, the minimum covered road length, 

or the minimum increment of covered road length when adding a new location.  

According to the results of the case study in Hungary, it is noted that the method supports the 

optimal location selection for fast-charging stations along national roads. The optimal 

parameter values can be determined Several iteration steps can be applied to determine the most 

appropriate parameter values. Another finding is that the half of the range of battery electric 

vehicles is a good initial value of β. 

Own publications related to the thesis: 

(Csonka and Csiszár, 2017a), (Csonka and Csiszár, 2017b), (Csiszár et al., 2018), (Csiszár et 

al., 2019b), (Csonka and Földes, 2019) 
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Thesis 3 

Thesis 3 is based on Section 6 of the Dissertation. 

I have elaborated an urban public charging station locating method for electric cars based 

on land use approach. The method is based on a macro- and meso-level multicriteria 

evaluation. On macro-level, the potential of electric vehicle use is assessed on the base of 

the number of cars, income and importance of tourism. On meso-level, the parking 

behaviour is assessed on the base of the location type, the population and the access to 

private garages. 

The novelties of the method in comparison with previous studies are that it assesses the potential 

of electric car use and the evaluation values of location types are derived from the parking time 

and frequency. On macro-level, the territory segments are assessed and compared according to 

the charging demand of traffic generated by locals and tourists. The result is the number of 

charging stations to be deployed in a territory segment. The installation potential of a territory 

segment is calculated according to eq. T.3. 

( ) ( )

 
 =  + + 
 
 

1, 2,

1 2 3,

1 2

5

2 max max

i i

i i

x x
IP a a x

x x
 T.3 

Where:  

IPi  the electric vehicle usage potential, 

x1,i  the number of registered electric vehicles in the territory segment, 

x2,i  the average income per person in the territory segment, 

max(...) the highest value of the territory segment variable among all territory segment, 

x3,i  the evaluation value of the importance of tourism, its value is between 0 and 5, 

a1, a2 weights. a1+a2=1, a1≥0 and a2≥0 

On meso-level, the territory segments are divided into hexagons. The hexagons are assessed 

according to the daytime and nighttime charging demand. The daytime charging demand is 

influenced by the points of interest, the nighttime charging demand is influenced by the 

population and the access to private garages. I determined the location types. I have assigned 

evaluation values to each location type based on the parking time and frequency. The data about 

parking were gathered using a questionnaire survey. The evaluation value of the hexagons is 

calculated according to eq. T.4. 

( )
2

1

5 5

2 ( )

d b p
Y b r

max pmax d

  
=  +  + 

 




 T.4 

Where: 

Y public charging demand of a hexagon, 

∑d total daytime charging demand of a hexagon according to the available location 

types [minute/day], 

r residential area type [-], 

p the population of a hexagon [person], 

max(...) the highest value of the hexagon variable in the territory segment, 

b1, b2 weights of variables, b1+b2=1, b1≥0 and b2≥0. 
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Besides Y, the following aspects are also considered when a hexagon is selected for charging 

station deployment: 

• location of existing charging stations, 

• number of parking places, and the 

• willingness to walk. 

The willingness to walk is the maximum distance that an EV user would walk between a 

charging station and her/his destination. It also defines the service area of a charging station. 

Its value is based on the answers of current electric vehicle users. The greedy algorithm is used 

for hexagon selection. 

According to the case study in Budapest, it is noted that the method supports the charging station 

deployment to hexagons where the public charging demand is high and without overlapping. 

Own publications related to the thesis:  

(Csonka and Csiszár, 2017a), (Csonka and Csiszár, 2017b), (Csiszár et al., 2019a), (Csiszár et 

al., 2019b), (Csonka and Földes, 2019), (Csiszár et al., 2019) 

Thesis 4 

Thesis 4 is based on Section 7 of the Dissertation. 

I have elaborated a quality evaluation and assessment method for carsharing services. 

The relationship between the user preferences and service attributes had been 

determined, which is the base of personalised quality assessment. According to the case 

study, it is noted that the method supports the service customers and operators in decision 

making. 

I adapted the basic concepts of quality assessment of traditional transport modes and elaborated 

a weighted sum model to evaluate carsharing services. The application of the method enhances 

the feasibility and sustainability of the service and support the operation of electric carsharing 

vehicles in an indirect way.  I had identified the main quality criteria and assigned an evaluation 

value to each criterion on the base of the user expectations. 

Since the carsharing service is a transition between private car use and traditional public 

transport the user expectations are derived from the user expectations towards the 

aforementioned two transport modes. A survey was performed to determine the strength of the 

relationship between user expectations and service attributes. The strength of a relationship 

indicates how the expectations are fulfilled by a specific criterion. The relationship strength is 

given in Table T.1. The weights are derived from the relationship strength and user preferences 

values. Thus, the personalised quality level can be calculated. 

According to the case study in Vienna, it is noted that the method supports efficiently the users 

and operators in decision making because the differences among services and the weaknesses 

of service are highlighted by the evaluation. In the case of several carsharing services, a 

potential user can choose the most suitable service. Furthermore, the operator may identify the 

focus of future developments. 
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Table T.1. Relationship matrix between quality criteria (ci) and user expectations (ej) 
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c0 Service type 18,8         1 

c11 Avg. distance to the nearest free vehicle 10,7  34,5 25,7 14,1     4 

c12 Min. and max. period of usage 24,7         1 

c13 Operating time 18,1   34,6      2 

c21 Booking 27,7         1 

c31 Accessibility of the vehicle   65,5  6,4     2 

c32 Internal appearance of the vehicle     17,8     1 

c33 Driving behaviour    39,7 7,2  30,1   3 

c34 Capacity     15,4     1 

c35 Conditions of refuelling and recharging     11,2     1 

c36 Conditions of parking  100        1 

c37 Other necessary activities          0 

c41 External appearance of the vehicle     5,1 100    2 

c42 Vehicle length     8     1 

c43 Vehicle safety       69,9   1 

c44 CO2 emission        100  1 

c51 Acceptability of the system     14,8    31,1 2 

c61 Information system         68,9 1 

Number of connections 5 1 2 3 9 1 2 1 2 26 

 

Own publications related to the thesis: 

(Csonka and Csiszár, 2015a), (Csonka and Csiszár, 2015b), (Csonka and Csiszár, 2016a), 

(Csonka and Csiszár 2016c) 
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Thesis 5 

Thesis 5 is based on Section 8 of the Dissertation. 

I have elaborated a decentralized charging optimisation method that supports the electric 

vehicle use and vehicle-2-grid energy flow. The charging demand of electric car users was 

modelled in consideration of the mobility demand. According to the charging simulation, 

it is noted that the charging optimisation method decreases the charging cost significantly.  

The elaborated method minimises the charging cost. It is assumed that the variable electricity 

rate is given in advance. The operation of the method focusing on the input and output data is 

given in Figure T.2.  The charging minimising method determines the charging plan in 

consideration of the demand and supply side. The charging plan contains the locations and 

periods when the vehicle should be charged or recharged to achieve the lowest charging cost 

without mobility demand modifications.  
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Figure T.2. Operation of charging optimisation method 

The periods, when the vehicle is connected to a charging unit, are divided into equal-amount-

energy sections. The start time and end time of the periods are given by the user. Each section 

has the same amount of energy; however, the duration may differ. A greedy algorithm is used 

to select the minimal number of sections to fulfil the energy demand of vehicle movements at 

the lowest cost. During the selected sections the vehicle is charged. If there are free sections, 

the method may maximize the benefit of supply mode by pairing charging and recharging 

sections. The recharging-charging pairs can be done if the following conditions are fulfilled:  

• Each recharging section must have an additional charging section, so the energy demand 

of the vehicle is fulfilled. 

• The charging section is before the recharging section. 

• The profit of recharging is greater than the cost of charging (from the user’s point of 

view). 
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According to the charging simulation, it is noted that the charging cost is substantially lower 

after charging optimisation in comparison with traditional charging strategies, such as ‘always 

charge’ and ‘nighttime charge’. The efficiency of the method highly depends on the variable 

electricity rates. The cost reduction rate was between 5.3% and 41% according to the variable 

electricity parameters. Furthermore, the decentralized optimisation may reduce the fluctuation 

of the grid load if the electricity rates are low when the free electric capacity is the highest. 

Own publications related to the thesis:  

(Csiszár et al., 2017), (Csonka and Csiszár, 2018), (Csiszár et al., 2019b), (Csonka and Csiszár, 

2019b), (Csonka and Földes, 2019) 

6 Applicability of the Scientific Results 

The summary of the academic significance, the practical benefits and the educational 

applicability of the research results are listed as follows. 

Academic significance 

The previous results of many years of research at the Department in the field of transport 

systems and information management were extended by me. The aim was to elaborate future-

proof models and methods that may be applied in similar or adapted to novel cases and support 

the resolving of future challenges. Furthermore, my research is closely linked to the research 

area of the Artificial Intelligence – Future Mobility E-Mobility research group in Higher 

Education Excellence Program. 

Practical benefits 

The elaborated concept of the integrated information system is the basis of the implementation 

and it provides a framework for electromobility services that support electric car use. The novel 

functions, the necessary input data groups, the components and the relationship among them 

has been revealed, which are beneficial for the operators of future electromobility services. 

The elaborated charging station locating methods support the deployment along national roads 

and in urban areas in the early phase, while the deployment cannot be done on a market basis 

and the locations have a substantial influence on the electric vehicle use. The location selection 

was done in consideration of the estimated charging demand. The methods are applied by the 

e-Mobi Elektromobilitás Ltd. 

Primarily, the carsharing service quality assessment method is the best fit for the comparison 

of several services on a competitive market (e.g. Budapest). On one hand, the users may find 

the best carsharing service based on their mobility demand. On the other hand, service operators 

may identify the most significant weaknesses in comparison with other services and set 

priorities of developments. The elaborated method was applied by the Avalon CareServices 

Ltd. to allocate the stations of a round-trip carsharing service at Budapest. 

The precondition of the elaborated charging cost minimalization method is the different 

electricity rates at charging stations. Thus, the user may benefit from the use of charging 

optimisation. To reduce the fluctuation of the grid load by decentralised charging optimisation 

a dynamic electricity rate based on the free capacity is necessary. However, such a dynamic 

electricity rate is not resolved yet, there is a huge potential in the application of charging 

optimisation. 

The elaborated methods and models were applied within the framework of the Electric 

Travelling project funded by the European Union, and the “Széllkapu mélygarázs - 
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Elektromobilitási kutatóközpont létrehozásának elméleti háttere” project. Both projects support 

the spread of electric vehicles by promoting intelligent solutions. 

 

Educational applicability 

The research results were included in the updated curricula of the subjects taught at the 

Department both in Hungarian and English (Transportation Information Systems I-II, Transport 

Informatics and Passenger Transportation). The results were included in the lecture notes in 

Hungarian, titled ‘Transportation Information Systems’ and in the book in English, titled 

‘Innovative Passenger Transportation Systems’ (Csiszár et al., 2019). E-learning course was 

developed about autonomous vehicles as well as lectures and workshops were held for 

disadvantaged children within the framework of „Jövő új útjai a pályaválasztás és az autonóm 

autózás világában” EFOP project to popularise science, engineering, technology and 

mathematics.  

Socialization 

I have presented my research results to a wider audience to propagate the environmentally 

friendly transport modes. The most remarkable presentations are the following: 

• Csiszár, Cs., Csonka, B., Földes, D., Pauer, G.: Transformation of Transportation: 

Electromobility and Autonomous Services, Best Course, 1st September 2016, Budapest 

• Csonka, B.: Az elektromobilitás üzemeltetési kihívásai; Mobil Weekend Budapest 

Conference, 22-24. September 2016., Budapest 

• Csiszár, Cs., Csonka, B., Földes, D., Pauer, G.: Az e-töltőhálózat üzemeltetési kihívásai 

– kutatási témák és eredmények SMART-MR Budapest E-mobilitás workshop. 28. 

March 2017., Budapest 

• Csiszár, Cs., Csonka, B.: Az elektromobilitás üzemeltetési kihívásai. A Magyar 

Elektrotechnikai Egyesület, „A villamos hajtású járművek (e-mobilitás) jelene és jövője 

szakmai nap. 3. May 2017., Budapest 

• Csiszár, Cs., Csonka, B., Földes, D.: Az elektromos autóbuszok üzemeltetése a 

közforgalmú közlekedésben. A közlekedéstudományi Egyesület Általános Közlekedési 

Tagozatának Fenntartható Közlekedés Szakosztálya - E-közösségi közlekedés című 

szakmai délutánja, 8. November 2017., Makadám klub, Budapest  

• Csiszár, Cs., Csonka, B., Földes, D.: Hogyan alakul át a közlekedés? Elektromobilitás 

és autonóm járművek. Klímabarát esték, 21. September 2017., Barabás Villa, Budapest 

• Dán, A., Farkas, Cs., Prikler, L., Csonka, B., Csiszár, Cs., Földes, D.: Az e-mobilitáshoz 

kapcsolódó közép és hosszú távú villamos hálózati hatások. 64. Magyar 

Elektrotechnikai Egyesület Vándorgyűlés Konferencia és Kiállítás, 13-15. September 

2017., Bükfürdő 

• Csonka, B., Csiszár, Cs., Földes, D.: Hogyan alakul át a közlekedés?  Elektromobilitás 

és autonóm járművek. BME Management Szakkollégium, Szakmarathon előadás, 26. 

April 2018., H13 Diák- és Vállalkozásfejlesztési Központ, Budapest 

• Csonka, B.: Elektromobilitás jelene és jövője; II. Magyar Közlekedési Konferencia, 13-

15. November 2018., Eger 
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• Csonka, B, Földes, D.: Az elektromobilitás és az autonóm járművekre épített mobilitási 

szolgáltatás tervezése és üzemeltetése. Magyar Tudomány Ünnepe, 21. November 

2018., Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest 

• Csiszár, Cs., Csonka, B., Földes, D.: Innovatív személyközlekedési rendszerek és 

mobilitási szolgáltatások. HTE Távközlési Szakosztály – Távközlési klub, 25. April 

2019., BME Q building, Budapest 

7 Future Research 

I continue my research activities with similar commitment and intensity as so far and rely on 

the results achieved. The operation of electric buses in traditional public transport is a 

continuing trend according to the literature and technology developments. Furthermore, the 

transport related emission will be a huge challenge in the next decades too. The emergence of 

new solutions in communication enhance the development of new intelligent transport system. 

Therefore, I focus on the following research areas: 

Short-term: 

• Elaboration of the mathematical model a of an urban public bus service. The aim is to 

develop a method that optimise the operation of the electric bus service in consideration 

of the characteristic of the bus network. For example, what kind of drivetrains should 

be applied according to the characteristic of the bus lines, or what kind of charging units 

should be applied and where to deploy them to achieve a global optimum (e.g. lowest 

cost). The model should support the consideration of noise emission and pollution.  The 

research is part of the Higher Education Excellence Program. The first result was 

presented at the Conference on Transport Sciences, Győr in 2019 (Csonka and Csiszár, 

2019). 

• Revealing and analysing the relationship between the feasibility, the characteristic of 

the bus line, the timetable and the characteristic of the electric drivetrain. 

Mid- and long-term: 

• Forecasting the trends and effects of electromobility on the economics and the society 

(e.g. number of electric vehicles, mileage, charging demand, charging behaviour). 

• Locating of charging stations to serve special demand, such as the energy demand of 

refrigerated trucks at parking lots. 

• Developing operational methods to support the operation of electric taxis. Including the 

deployment of charging stations at the depots in consideration of the public charging 

network. 

• Developing operational methods to support the use of electric bikes. 
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